
Katie Hull-Brown with children Holly (7), Xavier (4) and Josh (9). Picture: Paul Loughnan

BICYCLE laws can now be found in one reader-friendly guide, with the launch of the Victoria Law Foundation’s

free Bike Law manual.

According to the foundation, the document was produced after research showed many cyclists were not

adequately aware of the laws.

HAVE YOUR SAY: Should Victoria have a register system for bicycles? Tell us what you think below.

VicRoads research shows there were six cyclist deaths and 460 serious injuries to bike riders in 2013.

With close to 1500 crashes involving cyclists each year in Victoria, the foundation hopes the publication will

increase awareness and reduce the number of road collisions and cyclist fatalities.

The guide provides a comprehensive breakdown of road rules for cyclists, information on shared zones, fines and

penalties and essential safety and maintenance tips in a reader-friendly format.
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Other Stories

Bicycle Network chief executive Craig Richards said the growing number of cyclists sharing the roads meant it

was vital all road users understood the rules.

“We have seen tremendous improvements in parts of Melbourne closer to the city, but there are suburbs in the

middle and outer ring that are sadly lagging,” Mr Richards said.

“Attitudes are getting better as we get more bikes on the streets, and drivers become more accommodating.

“But the problem now is that bike numbers are growing faster than the authorities can build infrastructure,” he

said.

“It’s really important that our facilities are good enough for everyone to feel safe using — schoolchildren, the

elderly and women.

Katie Hull-Brown says it’s vital children learn road rules at a

young age.
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“We really need to get more women comfortable riding bikes on our streets.”

Preston mum Katie Hull-Brown is already teaching her three young children bicycle laws.

Having cycled to work and socially in Melbourne for more than 20 years, the 38-year-old is a confident rider but

worries for the safety of her children on the roads.

“The joy we get from riding, the freedom it gives you, it’s a completely different experience to driving and we want

our kids to enjoy that, too,” Ms Hull-Brown said.

She said some cyclists did not obey the road rules and took advantage of the anonymity of riding a bike.

“It’s disappointing, it gives us all a bad name.”

Bike Law can be ordered HERE.

.

Did you know ...

n Dinking a mate on your bike is illegal

n Riders must give way to cars turning left at an intersection

n It is illegal to walk a dog while riding a bike

n Cyclists can perform hook turns at any intersection, unless there’s a sign prohibiting it

n Only children under 12, people with disabilities and adults supervising children can ride on footpaths
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Fines:

Riding without a helmet $190

Failing to stop at a red light $303

Walking a dog while riding a bike $152

Dinking a passenger $152

Illegally riding on a footpath $152

Being drunk in a public place $228-758

“Cyclists are some of the most vulnerable road users.”

Preston Police Acting Sergeant Robert Petrou. Picture: Paul Loughnan

IT’S vital that cyclists understand and abide by road rules for their own safety, police say.

With the launch of Bike Law, a free road rules manual for cyclists, Preston Police Acting Sergeant Robert

Petrou (pictured) said education should start at a young age.

“Cyclists are some of the most vulnerable road users,” he said.

“When there’s a collision between a cyclist and a motor vehicle, unfortunately the motor vehicle is going to win

... every time.

“There’s nothing between themselves and the vehicles; they are exposed.
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“We would hope that before they get out there, they’re aware of the rules because if there is a collision they’

come off worse.”

VicRoads research shows there were 80 bicycle rider deaths in Victoria between 2004-2013. In collisions

involving cyclists, 98 per cent of riders sustained injuries compared to 4.7 per cent of other road users.

Police confirmed 10 cyclists died on Victorian roads in 2014 and 10 riders have lost their lives so far this year.

Police, VicRoads and the Traffic Accident Commission have launched a number of road safety and road-

sharing campaigns amid Melbourne’s swelling cyclist population.

VicRoads’ Share The Road campaign focuses on how cyclists, motorists and pedestrians should use roads and

shared paths.

The TAC recently launched the Rider Reminder, a small piece of blue rubber on the inside of motorists’ interior

car door handles to remind them to check before opening doors.
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Paul

Doses the riding a bike while walking your dog apply everywhere or just if you're on the roads? Plenty of
people ride bikes with their dogs on bike paths & trails.

Like Reply

Dec 15, 2015Adrian Jackson

@Paul Adults are not permitted to ride on footpaths in Victoria but toddlers and young children are
allowed to ride on footpaths but at walking pace only.

Like Reply

Dec 15, 2015

Dec 15, 2015

Adrian Jackson

Craig

@Paul Walking the dog is just that. 

Its not riding the dog - opps that sounded a bit off. 

Like Reply

@Adrian Jackson Wrong again Adrian, as usual. Adults are in fact allowed to ride on footpaths
when accompanying children under the age of 12. 

+ Follow+ Follow
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Dec 15, 2015Adrian Jackson

And the law says nothing about "at walking pace" either.

That's the annoying thing about the law isn't it? You can't just make one up to suit yourself and
quote it on places like this, as others will call you on it. 

Like Reply

Dec 16, 2015Adrian Jackson

@Craig @Adrian Jackson It does now as I know best.

Like Reply

If a cyclist has never had a drivers licence then their ignorance of road rules would be obvious.

Good to see fine for all road users including cyclist but they have to be enforced. 

They could start with adults and teenagers who ride at speed on the footpath in Armstrong St shopping strip
in Middle Park. 

Also some don't stop at the pedestrian light in Canterbury Rd near the Middle Park light rail stop. 

The lights also take to long to turn green for pedestrian commuter (not me) which cause some to miss their
tram.

Like Reply
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